Cat Wear Protection Products
®

Protect Machines and Buckets in a
Variety of Environments and Applications

Tough Machines Need
Tough Protection
Cat ® machines are built for years of use. New wear protection parts - chocky bars, wear
buttons, roll bars and wear blocks - protect machine and bucket surfaces from wear,
maximizing productivity and uptime.
Each part features two layers, which are bonded together through a copper-brazing process.
• Chrome White Iron (CWI). Heat-treated ASTM Class 2, Type B with a minimum hardness
of Rockwell C 60 for high wear resistance
• Mild-steel Backing Plate. Provides impact absorption for greater durability

Cat Wear Protection Products
®

Increased Protection for
Machines and Buckets
Cat® wear protection products have been designed to protect more expensive components,
such as machines and buckets, resulting in less downtime and greater productivity. The wide
variety of product designs and sizes allow for maximum wear protection in virtually any type
of environment or application.

Benefits of Wear Protection
The purpose of wear protection products
is to provide material-on-material wear
resulting in longer life, greater uptime,
and increased productivity.

Chocky Bar
This distinct shape conforms to a variety of surfaces and applications.
The “V-groove” design allows the bars to be bent around a sidebucket profile or separated to meet different length requirements.

Wear Button
Four different sizes let you choose the right “tri-bar” design to
protect your machines and buckets.

Wear Block
Extreme applications call for extreme protection. Cat wear blocks
offer a thicker profile for extended wear life. The zigzag design
reduces wear found in parallel-channel products.

Roll Bar
The leading edge of a machine takes a lot of punishment. Roll bars
provide maximum protection while minimizing wear as the edge
moves through the material. They also deflect impact, improve
material penetration and weigh less than other options.

Bolt Protectors
Designed to provide maximum protection to hardware and retention
components, Cat bolt protectors are welded around the components
to protect them from wear. Chrome white iron and a mild steel backing
plate combine with a uniquely engineered design to provide an effective
solution for a wide range of environments.

Cat Dealers define worldclass product support.
We offer you the right parts and service
solutions, when and where you need them.
The Cat Dealer network of highly trained
experts keeps your entire fleet up and running
to maximize your equipment investment.
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Cat GET Warranty
Caterpillar warrants most groundengaging tools against breakage during
normal operation. If a piece of Cat GET
breaks, Caterpillar will replace it at no
charge. See your dealer for complete
warranty details.
For more information, see us today or
visit our Web site at www.cat.com.

